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DEAR VALUED CUSTOMER,

Allow me to introduce myself as the new owner of Hoffmeister Haus! My name is 
Bjørn Ruud, and I have been the owner-operator of Scandinavian Specialties in Seattle 
since 2010, and a store manager since 2004. Hoffmeister Haus has been a vendor to us for 
decades. When Ron and Vivian Gordon shared their plans to retire with me they also told 
of their hopes in finding someone who might take care of all of their clients needs. They 
were not so subtle in hinting that, perhaps, that someone could be me!

Between their efforts and the kind tutelage of their local rep, Lennart Akerlund, I
decided the risk was worth the reward. I took the bait, flew out to Rapid City, packed up 
the business and sent it back to Seattle. Not only were those three days with the Gordons 
precious and full of great home cooking, but I also learned just how much the business 
meant to them. I plan to operate the business with the same care and consistency that was a 
hallmark of the Gordons.

As Hoffmeister Haus enters its next phase we hope to rebuild our presence among 
the ethnic boutiques of our great nation and amongst the museums and stores that honor 
the history and heritage of the USA itself. We want to help you fly your colors with pride! 
Because of the relationships that Ron and Vivian established with manufacturers in both 
the USA and abroad I have gained and been able to offer very special pricing. The 
manufacturers themselves do not sell at these rates! You will see throughout the catalog 
that I have noted whether products are made in the USA or elsewhere because I’m sure 
that for some of you this is an important factor in purchasing.

I am here to answer any of your questions by either phone or email. I know that 
some of the coding may be new to you. Please don’t worry about that. You can send an 
invoice in any form and if I am uncertain I will let you know! Please phone me or write 
via email whenever you would like. I will do my very best to preserve the level of quality 
and service you have grown used to with the Gordons. I am honored to take over the 
legacy they established and I hope we can have another 35 years of business together!

With friendly greetings,
Mit freundlichen Grüßen,
Med vennlig hilsen,

Bjørn Ruud 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German Felted Hats 
These high quality German felted hats are available in the styles shown below and in sizes 
from 55-61.

Please phone or email us for further information and pricing. A wide array of other hat 
models are available, feel free to ask for more info.
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GH100 _____ $25.00 GH101 _____ $28.45

GH102 _____ $28.45 GH103 _____ $28.45



Bavarian Hat Pins 

These German made pins are the perfect addition to a German felted hat.
Available in dozens of styles, and with either hair or feathers as desired.

These can be custom made with the name of your town or company.

Please phone or email us with any questions you might have.
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SO106__ $13.50 SO109__ $15.60 SO111__ $7.60 SO120__ $10.85

SO134__ $12.95

SO123__ $9.00 SO132__ $12.80 SO133__ $12.85

Best  
Seller
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SO135__ $10.25 SO136__ $11.60 SO137__$7.90 SO138__ $9.55

SO140_  
$14.95

SO145__ $13.25

SO147__ $14.65

SO150__ $8.85 SO151__ 
$8.00

SO171__ 
$12.85

SO162__ $13.50

SO148 (Elk)  
__ $9.05

SO148 (Turkey)  
__ $9.05

SO149 __ 
$15.35

Best  
Seller
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SO176__ $11.40 SO177__ 
$12.20

SO178__ $11.80 SO179__ 
$7.45

SO168__ $15.80 SO169__  
$10.85

SO170(A)__ 
$6.60

SO170(B)__ 
$6.60

SO171__  
$12.85

SO172__ $13.50 SO173__$10.60 SO174__ $6.10 SO175__ $12.05

Best  
Seller
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SO180__ $23.30

SO312__ $12.15

SO521__ $7.80

SO527__ $5.55

SO315__  
$18.95

SO321__  
$27.15

SO181__ 
$5.90

SO182__  
$12.85

SO183__  
$11.90

SO300__  
$20.60

SO313__ 
$10.70

SO301__ $9.40 SO302__ $14.05 SO303__ $15.35 SO311__ $12.45
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SO524__ $2.60

SO528__ $3.30

SO535__ $3.50

SO555B__ $8.70

 SO581__ $2.80SO565__ $12.00 SO584__ $3.50 SO586__ $4.45

SO588__ $4.20 SO591__ $3.75 SO616__ $4.30
SO626__ $5.80



 

Custom Pins 

Below you will find close-up examples of the custom pins we offer.
Include your own town or company, forging a one of a kind item that can be
cherished for generations! Most pins can be customized for just $0.50 more. 

 
Ask about having your pins customized!
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SO1068__ $4.35

SO1058__  
$12.30

SO1083__ $11.65 SO1096__ $8.05

SO2865__ $5.15SO2858D__ $5.15

SO138C__ $10.55SO111C__ $7.60SO106C__ $13.50

Best  
Seller

Best  
Seller
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SO169C__ $11.45

SO512C__ $5.50 SO515C__ $6.45

SO545C__ $9.75

SO568C__ $6.00

SO569C__ $5.55

SO578C__ $12.10

SO583C__ $7.00 SO590C__ $3.75

Best  
Seller

Best  
Seller

Best  
Seller
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SO607C__ $7.65

S1078C__ $4.70

SO1046C__ $10.30 S1067C__ $24.75

S1081C__ $7.55

S1095C__ $10.25 S1091C__ $5.65 S1096C__ $8.55

Best  
Seller

Best  
Seller



Custom Pins (Oktoberfest) 

Below you will find close-up examples of the custom pins we offer.
Include your own town or company, forging a one of a kind item that can be

cherished for generations! 
 

Ask about having your pins customized!

* Visit www.hoffmeisterhaus.com for the new Gamsbärt Catalog! * 
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SO578C__ $12.50
S1052C__ $9.50

S1046C__ $11.30S1081C__ $8.55

S1096C__ $8.55

Best Sellers!

http://www.hoffmeisterhaus.com


Lanyards 

Show your national pride!

Keychains 

These imported keychains are an inexpensive yet useful way to show your 
pride. German national flags are sealed in a tough plastic shell with a 
strong metal key loop.

Knit Caps 

For those of us who need to show pride in every season these 
hats are ideal! Imported cotton knit caps finished in the USA.

Baseball Caps 

Who wouldn’t want another baseball cap? These economical and stylish hats are a popular 
gift item. Imported cotton and polyester caps finished in the USA. 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Type Code EACH DOZEN LOTS

Lanyard M090 _____ 1.95 1.90

Type Code EACH DOZEN LOTS

Keychain with flag Kch_____ 1.55 1.50

Type Code EACH DOZEN LOTS

Knit Cap Shield 
Patch Front KCSh _____ 4.80 4.65

Knit Cap Strip 
Patch Front KCSt _____ 5.00 4.90

Type Code EACH DOZEN LOTS

Baseball Cap 
Shield Patch Front BCSh _____ 4.80 4.65

Baseball Cap Strip 
Patch Front BCSt _____ 5.00 4.90



Patches 

Our imported patches are the perfect addition to any hat, jacket, or backpack where a little 
more pride is needed. High quality stitching and bold designs make these patches a 
perennial favorite. Available in shield shape with country name, rectangular with just the flag, 
rectangular with the country name, or strip patch with the flag and name.

Parking Signs 

These US made plastic parking signs are a great way to show your 
pride and humor. Small signs are 8”x12”, large signs are 12”x17”. 
Price is per item.

Parade Flags 

12”x18” light weight, polyester on a wooden stick with a golden colored spear. Not made in 
the USA.  Dozens Only.
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Type Code EACH DOZEN LOTS

Shield Patch _____ Flag ShPa_____ 2.10 2.05

Rectangular Patch _____ Flag RecPa _____ 2.10 2.05

Strip Patch _____ Flag StrPa _____ 2.10 2.05

State Seal Patch _____ SealPa _____ 2.10 2.05

Type Code EACH

Small plastic 
parking sign PSSm _____ 3.50

Large plastic 
parking sign PSLg _____ 4.25

Indoor Quality Code DOZEN LOTS

12”x18” Parade Flag 12x18PF 1.50 (each)



Toothpicks 

These 100 packs of attractive flag toothpicks are inexpensive 
and useful. From serving snacks at parties to decorating cakes 
or just for fun to have around the dining table these toothpicks 
are great sellers.

Golf Balls 

The perfect gift for any golf enthusiast! Golf balls are printed in the USA. 
Dozens only, price is per ball.

Outdoor Flags 

These flags are made in the USA from high quality, durable Nylon. Depending on the flag, 
they’re either stitched or digitally dyed. Larger size flags are available for some countries. 
Simply add a country or state abbreviation to the end of the coding. For instance GER for 
Germany. Price is per flag. No minimums!

Please refer to our standard catalog for a full list of available countries. 
Prices vary based on popularity of the flag, number of colors, and design.

*Prices shown are for German Outdoor Flags. 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Type Code EACH DOZEN LOTS

Toothpick Flags Tpx_____ 3.10 3.00

Type Code EACH DOZEN LOTS 4 DOZEN

Golf Balls GB _____ 2.50 2.25 1.75

Outdoor Nylon 
INTL Class 1 Code EACH DOZEN LOTS

2’x3’ Sewn 2x3Nyl_____ 13.00 12.50

3’x5’ Sewn 3x5Nyl_____ 18.75 18.00

4’x6’ Sewn 4x6Nyl_____ 26.00 24.50



Indoor Flags 

Single layer Polyester flag with appliqué printed flag colors and imagery. These flags are 
made in the ROC, Taiwan. Discounts for dozens, price is per flag.

Desk Flags 

4”x6” or 8”x12” Double sided, hemmed, glossy polyester, golden spear head, and a black
plastic flag pole. All of these flags are US made! Prices are for each flag.

 

Indoor Quality 
Polyester Flag Code EACH DOZEN LOTS

3’x5’ Polyester 3x5P____ 7.00 6.25

Indoor Quality Code EACH DOZEN LOTS

4”x6” Polyester Desk 
Flag on Pole 4x6DF_____ 2.25 1.65

8”x12” Polyester Desk 
Flag on Pole 8x12DF_____ 5.50 5.20

Limited 

Supplies

 8”x12”  
Polyester Flag

4”x6” Polyester 
Desk Flag

4”x6” Polyester 
Desk Flag
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Windsocks 

An excellent way to show your pride without needing a flag pole or 
bracket system. US made windsocks crafted with durable stitched Nylon.

Only available in Norway, Mexico, Ireland, USA, UK, Velkommen, 
Texas, Minnesota,  Maryland, Alaska, and all Armed Forces. 
 

Polyester Scarf 

A fashionable, decorative piece to show your pride!
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THANK YOU… 

For your business.  Should you have any questions about our products or items not seen in this 
catalog, which might be flag related, please don’t hesitate to reach out to us. We would love to help 
you!  This catalog is designed primarily to show ethnic themed products, as those are our top sellers.  
However, we can also obtain everything from sale banners to road side signs.  We are happy to help, 
and our connections with the manufacturers allow us to extend the same fantastic pricing that we offer 
with our typical flag products.  Again, please don’t hesitate to contact us!  

HOFFMEISTER HAUS 

6719 15TH AVE NW 
SEATTLE, WA 98117 

1 800 356 9222 
FAX 206 783 6218 

hoffmeisterhaus@gmail.com 
www.HoffmeisterHaus.com

Type Code EACH DOZEN LOTS

Windsock 
Flag Wnd _____ 16.50 15.75

Type Code EACH

Scarf Scrf ___ Flag 2.50
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